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Thank you Can. Energy for providing a public platform - to engage virally, RE: 22-
BUSMTG-01.  

 
My name is Pascha Nierenhausen - Sicangu LaKoTa/Estes Family Tree, Ft. Yuma 
Quechan/Townsend,Waters Family Tree.  

We'd. - Sept. 14,2022 via Zoom, I had the opportunity to speak on the concerning 
conversation about the " Megawatt usage, for these particular and upcoming "green 

energy projects"; taking place throughout the State of California; severely impacting 
Native American grassroots & rights. I personally addressed the fact that majority or all " 
green energy type of programs" should adhere to better illuminate; what exactly is 

Megawatt usage,and how does this apply to " Lithium" and Federal Reserved "Winter 
Rights" - WINTERS V.S. U.S.,1908 Supreme Court Case.  

 
I must inherently adhere to my ancestors - who reigned supreme, won their argument 
(s) in order for our continued generational Native culture, to grow into continued fruition. 

Sitting Bull, Crazy Horse, Geronimo, Saginaw Grant, Myron Dewey,Wilma ManKiller, 
Russell Means, Crowdog, etc.etc. Now the current and resilient Lissa Yellow Bird -

Chase, Winona LaDuke, Chase Iron Eyes who are currently in tune w Native Rights.  
 
That said, Native American Tribes of AmeriKa, were implicitly reserved sufficient water 

to meet our sustainable needs; for, our Native American " Winter Rights" - are 
SUPERIOR to any STATE RECOGNIZED WATER RIGHTS, being utilized for California 

State " green energy projects" included, but not limited to: Lithium, geothermal, brine, 
water, and other essential minerals; which are being extracted for the purpose of 
taxation, investments, etc the State of California is moving too swift for the public to 

catch on, yet a detriment for all living mankind. Native American grassroots will not 
allow Congressional/State Officials to disenfranchise, continue to decolonize to a 

communist operation,which is the way we all are headed.  
Native American grassroots have the Tenor Voice,and the power to protect our 
inheritance of Sovereign Rights. I so urge our California Tribal Leaders to utilize your 

platform and power to protect the people, to protect our rights to self govern, and to 
demand accountability from State and Government representative (s)- these programs 

must be delayed, CPUC tenor Judge must be involved and disseminate to forcefully 
delay / designate to for preliminary injunction , Ca.Administrative Law Judge We the 
people are not interested in the tycoon investment from the U.S. to Mexico, China, 

Japan... We are unique. Pascha 


